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The work of Fairfield Porter defie classification partially due to its directness and seeming simplicity, which ma ks 
an undercurrent of complexity and mystery-even ambiguity. The term "American Reali t Painter," so often attached to 
Porter's name, only adds to this difficulty in that the context of Porter's development as an artist was a setting of varied 
styles and influence . Even among the arti t of the past that Porter admired-Velazquez, Rubens, and Vuillard, to name 
a few-variation is prominent. Much ha been said about Porter's initial tance a a maturing artist in the I 940s and '50s 
as being au rebours, or against the grain. As a representational artist, hi work seemed to defy the then-prevalent critical 
focus of painting, Ab tract Expressionism in particular. In a 1952 correspondence with Lawrence Campbell, however, 
Porter fo,ted Willem de Kooning, the leading practitioner of that movement, among his influence . 
I am painting now under the influence of [Herman] Rose. Last winter I painted under your influence, 
then one picture under the influence of Jane Frelhcher. A year ago it was Bill de Kooning. They would 
probably all look the same to you.1 
Though Willem de Kooning pioneered the ab traction of the New York School in the 1950s, he, like most early 
abstract painters, developed from figuration and the tradition of We tern art in general. Mo t critics would agree that he 
never completely left the figure, and that all of his work either directly or indirectly allude to the figure, the landscape, 
or nature. At the very least, de Kooning's evolution from figuration to abstraction is as formally consistent as hi Dutch 
predecessor, Pict Mondrian. 
L
ike Porter, de Kooning had little patience with tatcments made by Clement Greenberg and 
other critics of the ·40s and '50s which suggested that the figure wa no longer a subject 
for serious painting. Also like Porter, de Kooning drew inspiration from many different 
urce - mo Lly within the traditions of European painting, past and present. 
The current exhibition aims to compare and contrast a selection of paintings, drawings, and prints 
by these two di tinctive artists. The focus is on what I perceive as a shared attitude regarding the 
e entials of image making-especially the painted image-despite the stylistic difference between 
the two. Each artist drew from a heightened sense of place. Meeting first in New York City in I 939. 
each developed there, and later migrated to the ea tern end of Long I land. Both the social and 
physical aspects of their personal surroundings mattered a great deal. And the figure, its tructure and 
its inherent complex meaning, mingled consistently with the formal issue of painting for both arti ts 
throughout their career . 
Specific parallels in terms of these visual attribute include color, a strong interest in shape, and a 
love for the fast-moving, gestural mark. The yellow ochres and dusty pinks, so characteristic of de 
Kooning's pallet, predominate in Porter's a well. Their interest in shape, while deriving from 
different sources, underscore each artist's concern for surface. For de Kooning, this grew out of hb 
interest in collage, the Cubist and Surrealist artist of the early 20th century, and the early influence of 
Arshile Gorky. A good example of this inclination is found in his I 942 painting, The Acrobat. 
Likewise, Porter eems to see shape as fundamental, as the building blocks of an image, and hi 
source are as diverse as Matisse, Bonnard, Frcilicher, Rivers, and Katz. His 1971 lithograph Girl in 
the l 'oods, and I 964 painting Woods and Rocks, arc among several of Porter 's works in the exhibition 
that exemplify this ~tance. Porter and de Kooning both liked to move quickly aero the urface in 
drawing and in painting. There are many paintings or section of paintings by Porter that bring to 
mind the term ''action painting," a term associated with de Kooning and other Ab tract Expressionists. 
It is curious that these emphases comprise a visual vocabulary equally suited to abstraction or 
representation. "Figuration" is the more appropriate term for these particular artists as the word 
embodie an e ential characteristic of their efforts, transcending the i sue of style. 
David Leach 
Curator of the exhibition 
I. John T. Spike. Farrfit•ld Porter: an American Classic (New York: Harry N Abrams, Inc., 1992), pp 106- 7. 
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1. J hite Tree Stump. 1961. 
Oil on canva , 24'/, x 20" 
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Oil on canvas, 24 x 22" 
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Oil on canvas, 30 x 28" 
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Oil on canvas, 20 x 20" 
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Oil on canvas, 22 x 24" 
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Oil on canvas, 14 x 18" 
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Oil on canvas, 45 x 45" 
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Pencil on paper, 12 x 17" 
Courtesy of Tibor de Nagy Gallery, New York 
15. Wood and Rocks. 1964. 
Oil on canva , 24'/8 x 22" 
Courtesy of Hirschi & Adler Modern, New York 
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16. Breakfast in Maine. 1954. 24. Southampton. c. 1955. 
Oil on canvas, 25'!: x 35" Pencil on paper. 15 x 20" 
Counesy of Hirschi & Adler Modern, New York Counesy of Michael Rosenfeld Gallery, New York 
17. Self-Portrait. 1968. 25. ntitled (Seated Woman 
Oil on canvas. 59 x 45'/," Reading with Lamp). undated. 
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